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Why authoring tools? How can they attract authors?

- How collaborative authoring and authoring tools that ease the writing and publishing process are on the rise.
- Authors are embracing new technology
- Happy authors are great marketers!
Why authoring tools are on the rise?

• Collaboration is on the rise
  -> more authors per paper

• Open access continues to grow
  -> new ecosystems for publishing
Collaboration on the rise...

Proportion of the world’s papers produced with more than one international author
Collaboration on the rise...
Prior to cloud-based authoring tools:
Authoring tools allow one version of the document, accessible by all.

1. Authors
2. Reviewers
3. Publishers
4. Readers
Authors have welcomed the technology!

8 million documents
700 thousand authors
180 countries
in 4 years
Continued OA Growth in Publishing Market as well:

Proportion of Articles Published in Fully OA Journals

Source: Monitoring the Transition to OA, SCImago JR, Web of Science, Delta Think analysis © 2016 Delta Think, Inc. All rights reserved. May not be reused without permission.
Open access presents infrastructure challenges for institutions, funders, and publishers.

More and different infrastructure, new offerings and more information is needed to support these OA activities – Startups and New Technology can help
Publishing Ecosystems – growth authors want

- Publishing Platforms now becoming Publishing Ecosystems - providing a suite of writing, disseminating, search, reading and sharing components.

- These ‘ecosystems’ can be obtained by allowing multiple interfaces, apps, components, products, technologies or services to connect and work together.
Publishing Ecosystems – different needs

Publishers are now differentiating between AX vs UX

• AX - Author Experience
  • Somebody who creates content by means of technology

• UX – User Experience
  • Somebody who consumes content

• Different needs – both important for a successful publishing ecosystem.

• Technology integrations are key

• Authoring Tools should integrate and provide that enhanced AX.
How to Publish

Article Guidelines

*F1000Research* publishes a number of different articles types. We aim to make it easy for authors and, where possible, offer some flexibility in terms of formats and structure. Specific requirements do apply to some article types, however; please choose from the article type-specific instructions listed below. Please note that *Editorials*, F1000 Faculty Reviews and F1000 Faculty Critiques are by invitation only and guidelines are provided by the *F1000Research* team.

Please review the details of *F1000Research*’s unique post-publication peer-review model before you submit.

Articles can be submitted as Word (DOC or DOCX) or rich text format (RTF) files only, we do not accept PDF, ZIP or TeX files. LaTeX users can submit via [Overleaf](https://www.overleaf.com), using an *F1000Research* journal article template or a software tool article template.

Research Articles

Research Articles should present original findings in biology and medicine, such as results of basic and translational research, clinical and epidemiologic studies, or clinical trials. Null and negative findings and reanalyses of previous studies leading to new results are also encouraged.

Method Articles

Method Articles describe a new experimental or computational method, test or procedure...
Submitting LaTeX Files

PNAS is excited to announce our latest LaTeX template is available on Overleaf. Overleaf allows authors to easily create their submissions using a PNAS-formatted LaTeX template. Authors will have the option to download a PDF (best for initial submissions) or a .zip file that can be uploaded into the PNAS submission system.

If you experience any issues when creating your manuscript, support is provided by Overleaf at the contact information below, or you can contact the PNAS office for assistance.

We are pleased to provide this new service to authors and encourage our LaTeX users to try it out.

**Overleaf:**

Email: support@overleaf.com
Overleaf Support Contact Form
Those links open an authoring tool

In addition to the guidelines provided in the example abstract above, your abstract should:

- provide a synopsis of the entire article;
- begin with the broad context of the study, followed by specific background for the study;
- describe the purpose, methods and procedures, core findings and results, and conclusions of the study;
- emphasize new or important aspects of the research;
- engage the broad readership of GENETICS and be understandable to a diverse audience (avoid using jargon);
- be a single paragraph of less than 250 words;
- contain the full name of the organism studied;
- NOT contain citations or abbreviations.

**Introduction**

For the introduction, authors should be mindful of the broad readership of the journal. The introduction should set the stage for the importance of the work to a generalist reader and draw the reader in to the specific study. The scope and impact of the work should be clearly stated.

In individual organisms where a mutant is being studied, the...
Abstract

To the guidelines provided in the example abstract above, your abstract should:

- be a synopsis of the entire article;
- describe the purpose, methods and procedures, core findings, and conclusions of the study;
- emphasize any new or important aspects of the research;
- build the broad readership of GENETICS and be understandable to a diverse audience (avoid using jargon);
- be a single paragraph of less than 250 words;
- contain the full name of the organism studied;
- not contain citations or abbreviations.

Introduction

In introduction, authors should be mindful of the broad readership of the journal. The introduction should set the stage for the importance of the work to a generalist reader and draw the reader into the specific study. The scope and impact of the work should be clearly stated.

In individual organisms where a mutant is being studied, the rationale for the study of that mutant must be clear to a geneticist not studying that particular organism. Similarly, study...
1-click submission into journals and repositories

Option 1: The author can still submit directly via the standard submission portal.

Option 2: But they can now also create, write and submit their paper using Overleaf
AX - New Tools integrating and linking

Examples:

- **Integration with ORCID iD**
  
  Securely establish author identity by linking their ORCID iD to their Overleaf account.
Examples:

- Linking and simplified submission to pre-print servers & repositories
  - Figshare, bioRXiv
AX - New Tools integrating and linking

Examples:

- Integration with plot and graphics technology
  Plot.ly
Be a part of that integration chain – market to those tech users
American Mathematical Society on Overleaf on Overleaf

Overview

The American Mathematical Society is partnering with Overleaf to provide free, one-year Overleaf Pro accounts and AMS writing templates for contributors to four AMS journals:

- Journal of the American Mathematical Society
- Mathematics of Computation
- Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society
- Transactions of the American Mathematical Society

Contributors to these AMS journals will be able to write, collaborate, and submit to the above journals all from within the Overleaf platform. The official AMS LaTeX templates for each journal have been loaded into Overleaf ready for immediate use online.

Claim your free 10GB Pro account on Overleaf by signing up (or signing in) below. You need not be an AMS member to sign up.

Join AMS on Overleaf

[Sign In] if you already have an Overleaf account.

or

[Sign Up] if you don’t have an Overleaf account yet.
Institutional Portals – Market to students, faculty & researchers

Stanford University on Overleaf

Featured LaTeX Templates

SPIE journal article LaTeX template
This template is for authors submitting a manuscript to SPIE journals.
Data and Analytics – Know more about your authors, earlier
Deeper integrations – into Editorial Workflow or Peer Review
“The integration of Overleaf into our editorial workflow enabled the swift processing of the authors' manuscripts and simplified the procedure for our pre-publication checks.”
The khmer software package: enabling efficient nucleotide sequence analysis


1mcruso@msu.edu, Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA

The khmer software package is a tool for the analysis of nucleotide sequence data. It provides a framework for the development of efficient algorithms for the analysis of next-generation sequencing data. The tool is designed to be flexible and scalable, allowing users to easily develop and deploy their own algorithms. The package includes a variety of tools for the analysis of nucleotide sequence data, including tools for the analysis of the diversity of microbial communities, the analysis of metagenomic data, and the analysis of single-cell sequencing data.

We have 62 co-authors on the khmer project paper! Great free LaTeX tech support from @F1000Research & @overleaf; +100

7:03 PM - 21 May 2015
What do authors say?

Adam Stevenson @ajsteven130 · 7h
This is awesome! Other publishers, take note!

Cambridge Uni Press @CambridgeUP
We're partnering with @overleaf on some of our journals to provide a new academic authoring experience. Read more: cambridge.org/about-us/news/…

Overleaf Retweeted
Kimmo Halunen @khalunen · 7h
This would be cool. For all major publishers, please.

Cambridge Uni Press @CambridgeUP
We're partnering with @overleaf on some of our journals to provide a new academic authoring experience. Read more: cambridge.org/about-us/news/…
What do authors say?

- @CharleenDAdams said:
  "I like the Genetics LaTex template available on Overleaf & the option for submitting! Cool."

- Daniel Bilar said:
  "I cannot say enough good things about Overleaf with Mendeley and PeerJ integration. It seriously cuts down my Latex time by 80% (just the continuous compilation alone plus all the other non-workflow interrupting features)."

- @emckiernan13 said:
  "Nice! Just a couple of clicks and I just submitted my new #preprint on @overleaf to @PeerJPreprints. #openscience FTW!"
Summary

- Collaborative authoring and authoring tools that ease the writing and publishing process are on the rise.
- Authors are embracing new technology
- Happy authors are great marketers!
Thanks for listening!

maryanne.baynes@overleaf.com
@mgbaynes